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SECTION III
DEFENSE POLICY
The U.S. defense posture is determined most importantly by the
international context and our national security objectives. These
factors delineate our vital interests and the critical commitments -informal as well as formal -- we have made. They permit us to identify
major forces potentially adversary to our programs for international
security, peace, and stability. They specify the major trends -- in
both the capabilities and the policies of other nations -- with which
U.S. national security policies must be concerned. They tell us which
of those nations we can best count on to share the burdens of collective
security. They offer overall guidance as to the general magnitude of
the defense task we face and the functions our defense will be expected
to perform in the achievement of U.S. objectives.
Of ·these functions, three deserve particular emphasis because of
their impact on defense planning and policy. The first function is to
provide the foundation of strength and deterrence so necessary to the
effectiveness of our other instruments of policy. The second function
is to provide specific support to all our national security objectives.
As one example of this second function, it is imperative that our defense
plans and policies be compatible with our efforts to ·maintain national
security through arms control. It is equally important that we adapt
our defense posture and deployments to such general policy requirements
as the maintenance of a powerful naval presence in the eastern Mediterranean, even though these deployments may not be optimal from some
"strictly military" standpoints -- for example, from the standpoint of
the posture needed to fight a general war. Tee third function is, of
course, the conduct of effective and efficient military operations in
support of national objectives. If and when such operations are required,
it is particularly important that military force support rather than
drive policy. At the same time, we should recognize that we are not
able to calculate precisely what force is required to achieve a result
independent of knowledge about enemy action.
·,

In the light of these functions, our posture must have the flexibility and responsiveness to foll01; Presidential direction. The
Department of Defense must not be committed to a single, inflexible war
plan -- it mu~t not have only a particular set-piece battle, campaign,
or war in mind.
While these functions place important constraints on defense
planning; they do not dictate a particular defense posture. In order to
specify a force structure, deployments, and major defense programs, two
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further steps are necessary. First, major contingencies and their
implications for force structure and deployments have to be analyzed.
Second, pro~rammatic options have to be developed and compared on the
basis of cost and effectiveness.
This section discusses the basis for our defense policies and
general posture. It focuses on our strategic nuclear, theater nuclear,
and conventional requirements, but it also deals with our needs for
security assistance, intelligence, command-control-co~unications, and
defense research, development, and production.
I.

POLICY FOR TilE STRATEGIC NUCLEAR FORCES

The Carter administration proposes, in the defense budget for FY
1979, to allocate TOA of $9.8 billion to its strategic nuclear program.
The chart below shows the trend in TOA for the strategic nuclear forces
since FY 1964. It is expressed in constant dollars, and is broken down
according to offense, active defense, and surveillance .and control.

Chart III-1
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The requested app:opriations

~~11

$

permit us, in fY 1979, to retain

essentially the sa~e level o£ s~rategic forces as ·,.;e !"Jave progra~ed fer
FY 1978; development of tf:e ~!zrk 12.;_ ·...-arheaC for the HI}.TTEMJ.....~ III \.'ill
not be cot=>.pleted until the e:!O of the fiscal ye.ar. ·~re e.:xpect t:o-.at three
uajor ne\..· syst~s will enter the fc:-ce i:-1 FY 1980: the c.ir-launcheci
cruise missile (ALCH), the C-4 (TRII<E..>\7 I) missile backfittec into the
POSEIDON sub::Jarine, anC tf:e 'IRIDIK7 sub::.ari.'1e \..-ith the C-4 missile.
The FY 1979 ICBM force vill consist of 54

TITF~S

and 1,000

MI~vTE

Yd<.li, of ;:hich 550 will be multiple :.ncependently tergetable re-entry

vehicle (1:-!IRVec) Mll'<l.JTE:~i Ills anc 450 single-warhead !1I!WTE:OJ.Ji Ils.
The SLBM force will cocprise 41 sutcarines, equipped with 160 POLL~lS A-3
!Oultiple re-entry vehicle (}:RVed) Dissiles and 496 POSEIDON (XIRVed)
10issiles. The bomber leg of the TP~AD will be made up of 316 B-52 unit
equipment heavy bombers, 65
medium bombers, and 615
ment KC-135 tanker aircraft
Approximately 30 percent of
maintained on ground-alert.
Active strategic defenses ~~11 depend on six squadrons of active
duty, ten squadrons of Kational Guard manned interceptors, and six AWACS
(Airborne Warning and Control Syste::) aircraft assigned to COFUS defense.
In case of an eztergency, COKlJS-baseC tactical fighteJ; squadrons and
additional COKUS-based AWACS aircn£t could be used to augment the
dedicated anti-bomber de£ enses. l~l strategic surface-to-air t:issiles
(SJ.Jls) have been phased out of our continental de£ ens_e syste::o, although
'-'e still deploy SA}!s from tl:e ge11.eral purpose forces in Flordia and
Alaska. \,'e !-.ave essentially closed do;.,., ~ur one anti-ballistic missile
(?3M) site.
Its Perimeter Acquisition Radar ;.·ill re:nain operational as
a missile warning anrl attack c1"-.zrac~e=ization sensor, but the rest of
the facility -- which "'as de?loyec to de£ end a· }IT}:UTE!1AN wing -- has
been deactivated and dis=r.antled.
Major surveillance and early •·arning "'ill be based on t h e - .
the Bc.llistic Missile Early l-:arning System
(E~~S), the Space uetection and Tracking Syst~ (SPA~ATS), the soon-tobe ope.rational PAVE PA\.:S and fPS-85 (operational) anti-SLBM phased array
radars, and the anti-bomber Distant Early Warning (DEW) line, the midCar.ada line, and CO!'<uS-based radars. Over-the-Eorizon (OTF.) radar
re=ains a prototype developt:ent e£fcrt. A I!!OCest civil defense effo::-t

consisting primarily of c=isis relocation planning, shelter surveys,
i:oproved CO!Jll!lunications and e:Jerge::cy planning -- "'ill be funded as
-.·ell.

·F..

Objectives
The general functions of the s::-ategic nuclear forces are by nm.;
The possibili:y c.f 2 strategic nuclear attack on the

~·ell established.

sr.fJECH£1
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Uni:.eC. States itself is very lo'IJ. But sincec the conseque.:1ces of such an
attack would be so catastrophic, ~e ~ust ~inta:n a powerful strategic
:orc.e to deter it. E.ecause of our unique ·role in the collective security
syste:: of the '-lest, ...,.e have a special obligation to deter nuclear attacks
en our allies, on other r.ations the security of ·...•hich is ciee:Jed essential
to the United States, or on ou:- forces ove:se..s.s.
In aG.dition, the
D:-~~tei. States and its allies rnust be free frc1::1 any coercion and intimiCatio:1 that could result fro::. perceptions of an overall !.::.balance or
particular asymoetries ir: nuclear forces. The strategic forces, in
cOnjunction ~ith U.S. and allied theater nuclea= and conventional forces,
. also }-.ave a role to play in C.eterring ncn-::1ucleer attacks -- particularly
large-scale conventional attacks on NATO anC: o-.;r Asia:J. allies.

The Sovie"s have developed, and are fully capable of main"aining,
s"rategic forces of their o~~. As a consequence, ~e must also
~cknovledge tha" unless one side or the other is careless -- and allo~s
a :r.ajor imbalance to develop -- or makes serious miscalculations, a
condition of mutual deterrence and essential equivalence is likely "o
prevail in the future, just as it does today. As long as strategic
nuclear forces exist in the ~orld, this is an acceptable situation, the
:oost acceptable available; in fact, it is in everyone's interest to
accept it. 1-'e "'ant mutual deterrence to be so stable that i t cannot .be
upset in a crisis. \.)e "'ant it to be so "ell designed that neither side
-.:ill oe teopted to try to upset it over the longer tenn. These are the
t"o essential t;7es of strategic stability that "e seek.
po~erful

l<e seek these obj actives through a combination of specif-ic, equitable, and verii iable a=s control agreements anc! unilateral force
::oderniza tion. Whenever possible, "e pre£ er to r'each our goals through
arcs control agreements. The soundness of both strategic force modern'ization and a=s control agreements ~ill be evaluated in the light of
these obj actives.

B.

Soviet Capabilities

The U.S. strategic nuclear posture required to perfo= these
functions is shaped in large· measure by the rruclear capabilities of the
Soviet Union. These capabilities have undergone a considerable trans-.
forcation during the last 12 years, as sho•~ in Chart III-2.
In FY
1966, the Soviets deployed only 224 ICBHs; "e no~ estiroate that force at
-launchers. ___ Soviet SLEH launchers stood at 29 in FY 1966; today,
the nt:!:lber is~ During this same period, the Soviet BISON/BEAR force
has re:o.ained relatively stable.
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Chart III-2

CHANGES IN U.S./U.S.S.R. STRATEGIC LEVELS
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The Soviets have ruEt their 10issile forces to tr~ lkits of the
Interk. Offensive Agreeoent of 1972, vhich -- even though it expired on
October 3, 1977 -- each side has said it vou1d respect (if the other
does) until a new SALT agree:oent replaces it. The Interk Agreement on
Strategic Offensive An:s, it .,ill be recalled, permits the Soviets a
strategic tlissile force of 950 SLB!-:s in 62 modern submarines and, in
effect, some. .ICBM launchers. As their SLBH force has expanded
over the threshold of 740 launchers, the Soviets have been deactivating
their older SS-7 and SS-8 ICEM sites as required by the Interk Offensive Agreement.
We are uncertain as to the future course the Soviets !:light take
with respect to their strategic offensive forces in default of a SALT II
agreement. Ho.,ever, there is no doubt about their ability to deploy
more missiles and bo10bers th.an ve believe they are progr=ing at the
present time.· Indeed, it is estimated that, without a SU.T II agreement, the Soviets could b.ave over 3, 000 strategic delivery vehicles by

198 5.
Soviet defenses hc.ve net changed app:-eciably during the past year,
although we no"'' kno.-...· sc~e·.:r"'t Dore about certain aspects of thez: than ...,.e
Cid before. The Xosco'' ?.3!:{ system-- vhich could reach a considerable
ar e.a arou~C: Mosco" -- still consists of the GALOSH missile and 64
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launche:-.s, c.lt!'-.ougl-. the AE!·~ Treat)· permits its expansion to 100 launchers.

J.:.r1~i-bcsber de.fenses continue to be based on r o u g h l y - s~rface-toai= ~~ssile la~nchers
ir~ t e:-c ep tor-s.

and

On

2,600 manned

~e belie\·e that the pri::lary purpose of the 3ACK!IRE is to perforn
peri?heral attack, theater, and naval ~issions, although it r~s some
:L.·1te:-con:ir.e.:-~tal capability, and can reach pcr:.ions of the Vnitecl States
or. o:-:e-wc.y, high-altitude, unre.fueled missions.
Since 1974, the BACKTIRE has been in productior.. at a rate of t\JO tc 2. 5 aircraft a t:onth,

Total SOviet force loadings ("-'e.spons that can be carried by strategic nissiles and bombers) !-.ave risen from around 450 in 1965 to
approxir.ately-t the present t:Une.

1.

Current Deplovments

The U.S. and Soviet strategic postures as of J~nuary 1, 1978 are
sho•~ in Teble III-1.
Also shown are estirr~tes of the two postures et
tr~e en_C. of FY 1978, assu:!l.ing no furthe.r aros control constraints.
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The Soviet civil defense progra:::., which underiJent significant
shifts of e:ophasis in the late 1960s and early 1970s, is more extensive
than '-oS estimated a year ago.
The prevision of shelters is a key
ele:1ent in the progra..t1 .. ~, .
_ q·- -' .~ -·· .' .,; _ _ : , c
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Blast shelters are available for the top national leadership in
cities and at relocation sites outside cities. Hard shelters are also
available for the rest of the leadership do= to the city level.
Shelters for essential personnel, including key in.dustrial •·orkersj
have been given =phasis in recent years. ~lost of the ( ·
·
_
blast shelters estimated to have bee:1 built since 1968 are at ~ncustrial,
administrative, and institutional facilities.
<-----:--:---~'-1

We have only 1 i.e: it ed in£ ormation a bout the adequacy of
supplies and life-support syste:os foe the shelters.
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Evacuation of non-essential personnel (defined as about 70 percent
of the urban population) remains the chief strategy for protecting the
general population.
As the country has developed, the Soviets have expanded and modernized existing industries. They have also constructed ney plants in both
existing industrial areas and developing regions such as Siberia. There
is only limited evidence of Soviet hardenir~ of industry to any significant degree. Soviet plans do, however, provide for crisis implementation of hasty hardening and rapid shutdo~~ methods for protecting
critical facilities and equipment. Overall, there has been no significant reduction in the vulnerability of Soviet industry to nuclear
attack.
The table below shows the correlation among cities, population, and
industrial capacity as it Yas in 1970. The distribution has not changed
appreciably since then. Although some new industrial plants are being
constructed away from the major urban areas, the lion's share of new
capital investment -- more than two-thirds in the latest 5-year ·plan -is related to the modernization and expansion of existing Soviet plants.
Furthermore, new capital investment in existing facilities is projected
to -increase at a faster rate than investment in new and somewhat dis-.
persed plants. Thus, what may appear as a modest increase in the
proportion of dispersed industry is more a manifestation of what,
earlier, was a high concentration of industry rather than a concerted
effort to disperse now.
Soviet population has become more concentrated during the past
decade. The urban population hss increased by about 29 percent, while
the rural population has declined by 10.5 percent. Total population has
increased by 11 percent.

Table III-2
Cumulative p'ercentage Distribution of
Soviet Population and Industrial Capacity
1970
Number of
Cities
10
50.
100
200
400
1, 000

Population
8.3
20.0
25.0
34.0
40.0
47.0

Industrial
Capacity
25.0
40.0
50.0
62.0
72.0
82.0
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I have alre.acy oade public my assess::ent that the Soviets nov have
a lioite.C, operational anti-satellite (ASAT) capab~lity. This judgment
is based in part
the eight tests the Soviets r~ve
vehicles since t
resu:ne.C their J..SAT
in

2.

Force lcprovements

The Soviets are not only :o.a.intaining these large capabilities;
they are also modernizing th~ and developing a n~ber of systems for
possible future deployment. All of these activities, it should be
added, are -- like our ovn modernization programs -- taking place vithin
the limits set by the 1972 S~~T agreements.

a.

Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs)

The deployment of fourth-generation ICBMS -- the SS-17, SS-18,
and SS-19 -:_- continues at a rate of approximately 125 a year. There
.r>o•· are-SS-~8 launchers converted from SS-9 launchers, along •·ith
SS-1"1, a n d - SS-19 launchers converted from SS-11 launchers. All
three l:lissiles can carry either high-yielc! sin:;:le 1.-arheac!s or multiple
independent reentry vehicles (HIRVs). The SS-17 and SS-18 are designed
!or cole! launch; the SS-ls··for hot launch. In a cold :.::unch, -the
missile is "popped out" of its silo by a gas generator before the
booster motors are fire.C.
t
and could be reloaded,
cold launch also all
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The Soviets have essentially· cot::pleted develop:oent of " fourth
lCB~ -- the\:
: J -- "hich we believe to be intended as a land-mobile
system, although it can also be placed i."1 silos. It is a solid-fuel,
three-stage missile with a post-boost vehicle (PBV
Howev
·•
curre....Ltly carries a sinsle -..;arhead.

'.
In our judgment, the ·mobile SS-20 inte"mediate range ballistic
oissile (IRE~), "'hich consists of the first two stages of the C:: : . \
is already being deployed. l<e estimate that it has a range of at least
~)kilometers and can carry three MIRVs to that distar:ce.
We estimate
trzt it will replace or augment the current force ofc:::Jkedium range
ballistic missile (MF~X) and IRE~ launche"s, and that, with a successful
multiple refire capability, it could provide roughly three times the
nu!:lber of warheads of the older force.
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of ICB!1s in

In addition, :he Soviets have a fi::th
development, est~ated to cc~sist

ight testing of one or tvo of
, '.-ith the others follo.,ing by

b.

Subcarine-Lau:oched Ballistic l'.issiles (SLBMs)

The Soviet SLE~ force con~inues to undergo bot4 expansion and
modernization.
Construction of the Y~.\"KEE-class submarine has stopped
at 34 units and 540 tubes. Hovever, ve believe that a nev solid-fuel
st- boost vehicle, greater accuracy, and a range j a
the .ss-n:-17 -- :oay be back-fitted into so:oe or all
date,
one unit has been so fitt

per:oit the Soviets to cover targets in
fhe United States :'rom pa'-:rol areas as c!istant as the :arents Sea and
the ;,aters of the !'orth Pacific.
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of greater range than TRIDE1:-'T I.

c.

Long-Rar~e Bo~bers

The Soviet heavy bot:ber capability continues to r_est principally in
and aging BIS0}7-BfAR force consisting of -turboprop BEA.!\s
and-BISONs. Ro·•ever, '-'e :oo"' expect to see the first prototype of a
ne" modern h~vy bomber i:l t:Oe near future.
If deployed, this aircraft
;;ould presumably replace the BISONs and BEJ..Rs as the backbone of the
Soviet intercontinenta~ bo~~er force.
the.s::~all

The BACKFIRE bot:ber is being
and Naval Aviation units at 2 rate

;iGREf
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Both the :SEA..;;: and BACKFIRE c5n ca:-ry .sir-launched c::-uise :::issiles
~ith ~anges o! about 600 kilometers.
There is no current evidence that
the so ...·iets have developed a cruise r.issile cc=:parable tc ocr Al.CH,
al:hcug,h i-"e believe they coclC do so \.:ith~:-:. ::"":e r"teJ:t :ive:-to-te:J. years.

c.

J..ctive Defenses
The Soviets continue to adhere to the terms of the A.BM Treaty. As
by
they
funding a
active anti-ballistic

I

I
Since the large Soviet anti-bomber defense syst~ continues to be
vulnerable to low-altitude penetration, the Soviets are making short-run
efforts to improve detection and tracking, principally by elevating
radars so as to improve their line-of-sight against low-flying objects.
The Soviets have also deployed and continue to modernize soall numbers
·of the MOSS ai=-craft for airborne early ~ar~~g, and continue to modernize ·their manned interceptor force with newer FLOGGER B (HIG-23) and
FOXEAT A (HIG-25) aircraft.
The main long-run effort is likely to go into the development of a
true look-do~~ radar and the shoot-do~~ capability to go with it. Such
-·----;a· combined-·capability could become c;>erational as early as the ~:.rly
1980s, although it is more likely to take place lat
In addition,
.work is proc

a

new.~

surface-to-air

~iss

The Soviet anti-submarine warfare capability is evolutionary in
Each succeeding platform and s~sor tends to be more capable
than its predecessor. The main emphasis is on ASW against the SSBNs of
the United States, with the VI~TOR-class attack submarine (SSN) constituting the most capable ASW platform. As yet, however, neither the
VICTOR nor other Soviet ASW systems represent a serious threat to our
nuclear po'"ered ballistic ttissile submarines (SSBNs).
cr~racter.

e.

Passive Defenses

The obj actives of the continuing Soviet civil defense
mav absorb one per
f the annual defense
- f u l l - t i m e per
~hich
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} - appe.e.r to be: continuity of centralized govern:nent and

control 'tbrough protectior. of the political ana military leadership;
maintenance of essential econo~ic ope~ations t~Jough protection of key
•~rkers, of some food supplies, and essential equipment; protection of
the majority of the population by means of shelters in basements and
sub\o.~ays, but mostly by evacca tion from major urban centers.

C.

PRC Capabilities

The strategic nuclear progr~s of the People's Republic of China
have continued to develop at a slo• pace. We estimate that the PRC no"
has in operational status
iliquid-fuel XRBMs
liquid-fuel lRBM
-. '
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~
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A liq~id-fuel ICB~!
been used successfulli
=issiles could be deployed by
As has been the case fer some years, the PP.C possesses one G-class
diesel sub=a~ine ~ith missile launching tubes, but ~ithout missiles. We
believe, hot.·ever, that \JOrk continues on the develop~ent of a nucle.arpo~ered submarine and the =issiles to go ~i:h it.

In December, 1970, che PRC launchec the P~-class nuclear-po~ered
a::ack sub~a~ine, believed co be the·protctype to develop the full C.ull
f.~n:

and ·propulsion

stf!!i: fo-: future nucle.a.= ballistic missile anci

The PRC

program.
tests

D.

~ere

During FY 1977,

conducted.

Contingencies
At the present time and for the foreseeable future, only the

st::-ategic· nuclear forces of the Soviet Union CO:'l.Stitute a potential

threat to .the United States and its allies. Ho~ever, the strategic
Missiles of the PRC a~e no~ capable of reaching U.S. allies and bases in
.:the Western Pacific.
It is extremely difficult to believe that the 'Soviets ~ould ever
seriously consider using these forces, and it is even core difficult to
. believe that they ~auld conte:::plate any nuclear e::oploycent except in the
gravest of crises. Konetheless, it is a characteristic of the ballistic
~issiles in the strategic forces that they can strike ~ith very little
..·arning, and (as time goes by) ..·ith increasing accuracy, against a \lide
range of targets. As a consequence, "e have been obliged to make the
contingency of a Soviet surprise attack on our strategic forces the
fun¢amental test of the adequacy of those forces and the main basis for
our strategic nuclear planning.
~ith the expansion of the Soviet strategic offeRsive forces and the
~
advances in Soviet ccrmmand-control-cocmunications (C), ~e have had to
take several other possibilities into accou~t as ~ell. The Soviets,
aoong other options, could avoid attacking our main population centers.
They could •·ithhold some. of their offensive capabilities for follo\1-on
strikes. They could attack a ~ide range of ~ilit£ry and economic·
targets in addition to .our strategic forces. They could even use their
forces quite selectively against a small n~ber of targets. In short,
the Soviets are acquiring capabilities that 1.'i.ll give their nuclear
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forces some of the flexibility that we have associated previously with
only the more traditional military capabilities. All of these characteristics of flexibility are increasingly present in our forces as well.
None of this potential flexibility changes my view that a fullscale thermonuclear exchange would be an unprecedented disaster for the
Soviet Union as well as for the United States. Nor is it at all clear
that an initial use of nuclear weapons -- however selectively they might
be targeted -- could be kept from escalating to a full-scale thermonuclear exchange, especially if command-control centers were brought
under attack. The odds are high, whether the weapons were used against
tactical or strategic targets, that control would be lost on both sides
and the exchange would become unconstrained. Should such an escalation
occur, it is certain that the resulting fatalities would run into the
scores of millions.
E,

Credible Deterrence

What counts in deterrence, however, is not only what we may believe,
but also what Soviet leaders may believe. Unfortunately, we are quite
uncertain about those beliefs.
An event that we may consider virtually certain, ·they may rank as
very low in probability. What .we may assume to be quite sufficient as a
deterrent, they may regard as quite inadequate for themselves. What we
may hope is credible as an employment policy, they may interpret .as a
bluff.

These kinds of uncertainties leave us with only one sound basis on
which to design the U.S. strategic deterrent forces. They have to be
made militarily effective, to ensure that the Soviets could never calculate the costs of a nuclear exchange as worth the risk. T~~t is to
say, we.have to plan our strategic forces on the basis of two assumptions:
first, that deterrence might fail; and second, that our forces must be
given the capability to frustrate any ambition that an enemy might
attempt to realize with ris strategic nuclear forces.
·,

In other words, we cannot afford to make a complete distinction
between deterrent forces and ~hat are so awkwardly called war-fighting
forces. Nor should we continue to .plan the force structure on one basis
and our employm_ent policies on another -- as we could when Soviet
strategic forces were more modest. Only if we have the capability to
respond realistically and effectively to an attack at a variety of
levels can we achieve essential equivalence and have the confidence
necessary. to a credible deterrent. Credibility cannot be maintained,
especially in a crisis, with a combination of inflexible forces (however
destructive) and a purely retaliatory counter-urban/industrial strategy
that frightens us as much as the opponent.

a
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The Conditions of Deterrence

The conditions of credible deterrence follow from the need to make
our strategic nuclear forces effective no matter how deterrence might
fail or how an enemy might attack •.
1.

Survivability and Control

As has been recognized for many years, a deterrent will not be
credible if it can be knocked out by an enemy first-strike. Nor should
a strategic deterrent invite an escalatory response to a limited attack.
A vulnerable force could provide just such an incentive. Accordingly,
whatever our employment policy for the strategic f~ces, we must ensure
that, overall, our strategic forces can survive a full-acale,surprise
attack in sufficient numbers and characteristics to penetrate enemy
defenses and destroy their designated targets.
Our forces must also be -- and they are -- under sufficiently tight
control so that they cannot be triggered by accidents, false· alarms, or
unauthorized acts. We want to be capable at all times of responses that
are deliberate, controlled, and in precise compliance with the directives
·of the President. It is not our policy to limit his choices to a single
option, and they are not so limited.
2.

Assured Destruction

One of the responses that must surely be available to the President
is what has been called assured destruction. It is essential that we
retain the capability at all times ~o inflict an unacceptable level of
damage on the Soviet Union, including destruction of a minimum of 200
major Soviet cities. However, such destruction must not be automatic,
our only choice, or independent of an enemy's attack. Indeed, it is at
least conceivable that the mission of assured destruction would not have
to be executed at all in the event that deterrence failed. But no
potential enemy should be permitted to think that he could, at some
point, attack u.s. or all~ed .. population and industry, or subject it to
collateral damage, without prompt retaliation in kind.
3.

Flexibility

Assured destruction cannot be the only response available to the
President. We are quite uncertain as to how an adversary with increasingly sophisticated strategic nuclear forces might consider employing
them in the event of a deep and desperate crisis. But we know that a
number of possibilities would be open to him. As s consequence, we must
have the flexibility to respond at a level appropriate to the type and
scale of his attack.
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As part of that flexibility, we must be able to launch controlled
counterattacks against a wide range of targets -- including theater
nuclear and conventional forces, lines of communication, war-supporting
industry, and targets of increasing hardness: from aircraft runways and
nuclear storage sites to command bunkers arid ICBM silos. It should be
added that a great many of these facilities -- including airfields and
ICBM silos -- could remain priority targets for a second-strike.
Though the probability of escalation to a full-scale thermonuclear
exchange would be high in these circumstances, we must avoid making that
probability a certainty. At the same time, we must ensure that no
adversary would see himself better off after a limited exchange than
before it. We cannot permit an enemy to believe that he could create
any kind· of military or psychological asymmetry that he could then
exploit to his advantage.
G.

Essential Equivalence

These, I believe, are the conditions necessary to credible and
high-confidence deterrence of nuclear attacks on the United States and
its allies. Nuclear capabilitieF, however, are not solely instruments
of deterrence; they are also part of the backdrop against which the
nations that are the main actors assess one another and conduct international politics. Furthermore, the strategic forces can play a role in
diplomacy -- either as a threat or, more subtly, as an inducement (to
change camps, for example, so as to receive better "protection"). We
owe it to our allies as well as to ourselves to assure that both explicit
and implicit pressures can be confidently resisted.

·,

In principle, if the conditions of deterrence are present, questions
about relative power and influence should not arise as a consequence
of comparing strategic forces. In practice, we cannot be certain that
others will assess the U.S. deterrent by the same standards we use. We
can undoubtedly help their assessments by avoiding exaggerated statements about U.S. weaknesses and Soviet strengths. The truth is that we
are not midgets and they are not giants. But I do not see how, to be on
the safe side, we can do otherwise than insist on and maintain essential
equivalence with the Soviet Union in strategic offensive capabilities.
By essential equivalence, I mean a condition such that any advantages
in force characteristics enjoyed by the Soviets are offset by other U.S.
advantages. Although we must avoid a resort to one-for-one matching of
individual indices of capability, our strategic nuclear posture must not
be, and must not seem to be, inferior in performance to the capabilities
of the Soviet Union.
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Essential equivalence, as defined here, serves four major purposes.
It helps to ensure that political perceptions are in accord with the
~ilitary realities, and it minimizes the procability that opposing strategic forces will be used to seek any diplomatic advantage over us. It
reduces the chance that one side or the other will become vulnerable to
cr~rges of a bomber or missile gap and contributes thereby to strategic
stability. It enhances stability in a crisis by reducing the incentives
for either side to strike first or preempt. And it sets a major objective
for current and future SALT negotiations. The Soviets have insisted
strongly on being treated as equals. We for our part must insist not
only that the equality be real but also that all future arms control
agreements ·codify that equality in the form of essential equivalence.
We cannot afford to settle for anything less.
H.

Capabilities

We currently maintain large and complex strategic nuclear capabilities in order to satisfy the conditions of deterrence. Ther_e are a
number of reasons why we must continue to do so.
1.

Second-Strike Forces

First and foremost, we need sufficient offensive forces to maintain
an adequate alert rate and perform the strategic missions after an enemy
first-strike. Where possible, as has been the case so far with our
ICBMs and SLBMs, these forces should be designed so that they can take
.attrition, wait out an attack, and still retaliate with the necessary
_power. That is, we should avoid -- to the extent feasible -- having
these forces depend too much on tactical warning for their survival
especially if they are not recallable.
In the case of the bombers, which are difficult to protect on the
ground -- but are recallable -- we do depend on warning of an attack for
their survivaL This means that a portion of the bomber force must be
kept on a ground-alert. >le must also maintain a network of high-confidence, independent early warning systems (with a very low rate of
false alarms) that alert us to an attack in sufficient time to get the
bombers off the ground. At additional cost, we could increase the
number of alert bombers from the current 30 percent to 50 percent of the
force, and to an even higher proportion during a brief emergency. But
in the case of the bombers, as in the case of the SLBMs, the inventory
of delivery systems must always be larger than ·the number of vehicles on
day-to-day alert.
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3
Attack Assessment and C

In order to employ our second-strike forces with deliberation and
control, we need attack assessment capabilities to inform the National
Command Authorities (NCA) of vhat is happening and has happened, and we
need a survivable command, control, and communications (C3) system to
select and direct the necessary action. We do not vant our response to
be independent of or insensitive to the nature and weight of an attack.
Accordingly, our second-strike forces must have the capability to
execute either a full-scale retaliatory strike or smaller-scale counterattacks on selected targets while the rest of the force is withheld.
And we must know which of these options to choose. An attack assessment
capabilHy allows us to make a choice.
3
In the case of our C system, flexibility means much more than the
capacity to detect a nuclear attack and give the "execute" order to our
forces. In addition to survivability and the ability to issue a lastditch command to execute, our c3 must provide secure, reliable communications and the capacity for high data rates so essential to the programming of new options as well as the implementation of preplanned
options already on the books.
3.

The TRIAD

To survive and respond as the President directs, we plan to continue distributing our retaliatory capability suitably among the three
legs of the TRIAD. No delivery system is sure to be permanently invulnerable; with time and technology, any given platform could become susceptible to effective attack. For that reason, and because we want to
complicate a potential enemy's problems, ve must avoid reliance on only
one type of delivery system, no matter how survivable it may.appear at
the moment. As vith other investments, diversity must characterize our
portfolio of strategic retaliatory forces.
The TRIAD gives us the necessary diversity. No potential enemy
could expect to destroy the ICBHs, alert bombers, and on-station SUlMs
in a simultaneous attack. In most circumstances, at least a large
fraction of the forces in tva out of the three components of the TRIAD
wuld survive. The enemy's defenses 'Q'OUld then have to deal with
weapons approaching him from differing directions, at varying speeds,
and along a variety of trajectories. There would be no way for him to
escape vithout unacceptable da~ge.
We also maintain these three forces to hedge against unexpected
breakthroughs in Soviet technology. It seems clear that in the current
situation the best hedge against potential ASW threats lies in the airbreathing leg of the TRIAD. Icprovements in·SLBMs are clearly not a
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fully adequate hedge against future threats to the SLBM force. Additional fixed ICBMs in silos would suffer the same incr2ase in pre-launch
vulnerability we already expect for H!l:J;Tl'"l1AN. Mobile ICBMs, such as
the M-X, can hedge against an ASW development but not against a breakt~rough (or breakout) in ABM capability -- although the much bigger
payload of the M-X would provide substantial capability to saturate
even large ABM defenses. Air-breathers (bombers or cruise missiles) are
the hedge of first choice, with (especially mobile) ICBMs an important
second, against possible threats to our essential SLBM force.
Obviously we want more from our forces than the ability to survive
and penetrate an enemy's defenses •. If control and selective targeting
are to be more than an abstraction, sufficient numbers of both missiles
·.and bombers must be designed to deliver both high-yield and low-yield
nuclear weapons with great accuracy. And these weapons must be effective against a wide range of targets, including some very hard targets.
I should add, in this connection, that the United States has no current
desire or plan for a disarming first-strike capability against the
Soviet Union. Provided the Soviets demonstrate a similar restraint
toward the United States, we shall not seek such a capability in the
future.

4.

Reserves

If. we are to have a degree of strategic flexibility, the forces in
the TRIAD must be sufficient, on a second-strike, to accomplish our
strategic objectives. They must also be large enough -- and some of
them must be secure enough -- so that we can hold a portion of them in
reserve for an indefinite period of time. As far as we can tell, this
reserve force can be quite modest in size, but it must be long on
endurance •• In other words, our total requirement for strategic warheads not only depends on alert rates, survivability, penetration
probabilities, and the number and types of targets to be covered; it is
also a function of the need for some residual postwar capability. The
resulting requirement can be maintained 1o:ithin or below current and
contemplated. SALT constraints.
5.

Active Defenses

Since the advent of modern ballistic missiles in large numbers, and
conclusion of the ABM Treaty in 1972, .we have reduced our continental
anti-bomber defenses. It is essential, however, that we continue to
maintain surveillance over U.S. airspace, and that we be able ~o exercise
control over that airspace by dedicated CO~:US defense forces with augmentation (ss necessary) from our tactical air force. We must avoid
allowing free rides by hostile foreign aircraft over U.S. territory.
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The AEM Treaty, as amended, licits us (as ~ell as the Soviets) to
one ABM site of 100 interceptors and launchers, which in effect differs
little from no ballistic ~issile defense at all. For reasons of stability, the United States ~~11 continue to support the treaty and rely
pricarily on offe.'"lsive capabilities to achieve its strategic objectives.
Eo1.1ever, the treaty does not preclude either side from vigorous R&D on
ballistic missile defenses. Considering the magnitude and momentum of
Soviet ballistic missile defense progr=s, we must make certain that our
o;.~ effort is sufficient.
Such an e:fort, at a minimum, should focus on
hedging against any sudden All!-~ deployme::~ts by the Soviets, on increasing
our understanding of their tecr~ology, a::~d on ensuring that, at all
times, our offensive forces can penetrate their defenses without excessive
losses ..

I.

The Current Situation

It should be evident from this revie"' that the conditions of
strategic nuclear deterrence have become increasingly demanding ~ith the
years. ~~at is more, ~e have found no easy, simple, one-time solution
to these requirements. I am confident, nonetheless, that as of today,
the U.S. strategic nuclear fore
a full-scale
surprise attack -- could deliver
warheads to
targets in the USSR.
I am equally sure t
could retaliate
on a comparable scale against the United States. ~~ile the number of
arriving Soviet warheads vould be smaller, the total megatonnage delivered
would be larger. The current strategic sjltuation, in short, is one of
mutual deterrence.
The conditions of essential equivale.'"lce also prevail. ~'bile each
side confronts problems ;.~th specific force elements, there is a rough
balance of strategic capabilities 1.1hen measured against a variety of
static· and dynamic indicators. A strategic equilibrium is in effect.
With restraint on both sides, this situation can be maintained. We
favor restraint and -- precisely to ensure stability and equivalence
we continue to negotiate in SF~T for specific, equitable, and verifiable
agreements to control the strategic nuclear capabilities of the United
States and the Soviet Union. We continue to believe, ooreover, that
stable mutual deterrence can be oaintained at substantially lo~er
strategic force levels tr2n the two sides deploy at the present time.
On the other band, if the Soviets do not opt for restraint by SAL
agreement, but choose L"'lcre..:.sed forces instead, I!lutual deterrence can
still be maintained by the appropriace U.S. force deployments.
We are rroaking some progress in SALT on both constraints and reductior:s.
If the eventual SALT II agree:lent toeets our expectations, it 1.1ill:
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mean somewhat lower levels of strategic delivery systems and
MIRVs than was envisaged at Vladivostok or in later talks
and lower than we est~te we would face if there were no
agreement;
introduce an important new sublimit on deployments: a sublimit
on the total number of HIRVed ICB.'!s;
permit us to deploy an air-launched cruise missile (ALCH)
force to maintain the effectiveness of the bomber leg of the
TRIAD;
constrain to some degree the pace of teclmological change, but
preserve U.S. flexibility to continue R&:O on various types of
cruise missiles and mobile ICBMs;
meet specific allied concerns by omitting forward-based systems
(FBS) and allied systems l<lhile fully preserving cruise _missile
options;
place some limits on BACKFIRE, although important details of
the limits are still being negotiated.
While ·the United States would have preferred a more far-reaching
agreement, the one that is now beginning to take shape will constitute a
significant step toward meeting our strategic objectives through arms
control, and could lead to further mutual restraint, both qualitative
and quantitative. The reductions in Soviet launchers, coupled with the
.sublimits on MIRVed ballistic missiles in general, and MIRVed ICBMs in
particular, will help to preserve perceptions of essential equivalence
and l<lill contribute to military equivalence and stability. Mobile ICBM
research and development can continue on a schedule that will not inhibit
our present plans. Work can go forward on ground-launched and sealaunched cruise missiles •
. In sum, we. are drawing clpse to an agreement tha~ will serve our
strategic purposes. Even with: such an agre~ent, however, we will have
to continue looking to our oYn exertions in several key areas to. ensure
the conditions of deterrence. Under present conditions, SALT alone
cannot preserve long-term strategic stability; it must be supplemented
by prudent U.S. decisions to ensure the strategic deterrent.
Unilateral U.S. actions will continue to be necessary for three
basic reasons. First, strategic nuclear syste:o.s continue to evolve
quite rapidly as a result of technological developments alone. Second,
the Soviets are exploi;ing many of these developments in their large
strategic programs, just as we are. Third, the po\ler and credibility of
our strategic deterrent are sensitive to what the Soviets do.
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Future Dangers

The Soviet contribution to the ci}~~ics of the co~petition is
especially "'orth notiq;.
To the extent that there has been an interaction between the strategic postures of the United States and the
Soviet Union, much of tbe :!.::pulse fer it reay have come in the 1950s and
1960s -- however un,.,ittingly -- from the United States. Now, however,
it is the Soviets who are driving tbe interaction. Their current programs bave breadth, depth, a:::.d moment=·
Exactly what the Soviets are trying to accomplish •·ith their large
anc gro1.:ing strategic capabilities is uncertain. Perhaps it is pure
deterrence. But if it is, their definition of pure deterrence appears
quite different from our O'I."D. Conceivably they are as interested as we
are in the concept of options and controlled nuclear campaigns. They
probably have the capability, even no..,, to employ their offensive forces
with some flexibility, and "'e cannot preclude their being quite selective
in their targeting. Much of "hat they are doing both offensively and
defensively coincides ~ith the actions that would support a damagel:!.::iting strategy. .A.nd it is v:i.thin the realm of possibility that they
are attempting to acquire wr.at have been called ""ar "inning" capabilities.
Whatever the inte:ltions ana motives of the Soviets, ve face t-wo
related problems as the result of their activites. They are the increasing vulnerability of the U.S. ICBM force and the expanding scope of
Soviet active and passive defenses.

1.

The Threat to the !CBH Force

The potential vulnerability of cur existing silo-based ICBM force
and TIT&~ II) is a major issue of concern to us, but it is
:!.::portant that the issue be approached in perspective. Because ICBM
silos are fixed and kno,:n targets, •e have recognized for years that
once Soviet accuracy kproved e:1ough, the silos •·ould become vulnerable.
Anxiety about the threat posed by the Soviet lCBMs of the SS-9 and SS-11
generation '-'2.s, for exa=ple, one of the grouncs for the silo-hardening
program begun in 'the late 1960s and just no" nearing completion.
(Y.IhuTE¥JL~

It is no•· clear that all three of the "fourth generation" lCBHs the
Soviets are no" deploying --the SS-17, SS-18, and SS-19 -- have the
high singlepotential, wi~h feasible accuracy kprove=e1ot~,
shot kill probabilities against U.S. silos. ·
generation Soviet MIRVec ICB!-:s could, by. the
the nUI::ber of surviving }IT~l.iiEYJ....'I\ to low levels
~ In our Comprehensive SALT Propo
. Soviets in P~rch 1977, it ~as not the limits on nunbers
launchers,
but those on modifications, replace:ents, and total nu=bers of flight
tests t~~t offered the prospect of extendil'.g the survivability of
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-- and, even with that proposal, there would have been some
question of the-survivability of Mil~7EV~. In short, MINUTEMAN vulnerability was not a problem created by S~~T, nor it is a problem we can
solve with a SALT II agreement. ~e ~ould have the same problem without
such an agreement -- only in that case we would have other problems as
well.
In recognizing that the MI~'UT~L~\ vulnerability problem is a
serious concern for us, we also realize that the Soviets would face
great uncertainties in assessing whether they would have the capability
we fear -- and still greater uncertainties as to its military or political utility. On all the technical judgments -- how accurate the
missiles are, how reliable, how well the system would work in actual
practice, whether they could explode two reentry vehicles on each silo
without excessive fratricide, or only one -- we, quite properly are
conservative, from our point of vie~. Similarly, the Soviets must make
cautious assumptions from their perspective. In particular, they must
recognize the formidable task of actually executing (as planned) a
highly complex massive attack in a single cosmic throw of the dice.
Even if such an attack worked exactly as predicted, the Soviets
would face great risks and uncertainties. First, they would necessarily
have to cpnsider whether the U.S. missiles would still be in their silos
when the attack arrived, or whe·ther, given our _capability to have
unambiguous confirmation of a massive attack, we would launch from under
the attack. Second, and more important, an attack intended to destroy
U.S. silos could kill at least several million Americans and would leave
untouched at least the alert bombers and at-sea SSBNs with thousands of
warheads. The Soviets might -- and should -- fear that, in response, we
would retaliate with a massive attack on Soviet cities and industry.
The alleged "irrationality" of such a response from a detached perspective would be no consolation in retrospect and would not necessarily
be in advance an absolute guarantee that we would not so respond. In
any event, any Soviet planner considering U.S. options would know that,
besides massive retaliation, the surviving U.S. forces would also be
capable of a broad variety of controlled responses aimed at military and
civilian targets and pr~portioned to the scale and significance of the
provocation. Indeed, with ALCMs deployed on the surviving alert strategic bombers, we would still have a very substantial capability to
destroy remaining Soviet silos, though-with some hours of delay.
In short, the vuln~ability of MI~~TEMAN is a problem, but even if
we did nothing about it, it would not be synonymous with the vulnerability of the United States, or even of the strategic deterrent. It
would not mean tpat we could not satisfy our strategic objectives. It
would not by itself even mean that the United States would lack a
survivable hard target capability or that we would necessarily be in a
worse post-exchange position in terms of numbers of weapons, payload, or
destructiveness.
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All this is by no means to say we can or should ignore the problem.
There would be political costs were the Soviets to appear to us, to our
friends, or to themselves to have such an unbalanced or unmatched capability against a key element of the U.S. force. It would clearly be
desirable to keep all three TRIAD elements survivable i f we can do so at
costs commensurate with the benefit, and without negating our overriding
interest in strategic stability. We are actively studying a variety of
responses to the co~llenge. One of these is the continued examination
of mobile ICBHs, discussed in detail below. And, while we are doubtful
that any future SALT agreement -- except possibly one involving very
deep cuts in MIRVed ICBMs and severe limits on technological innovation
and on testing -- can cure the problem, agreements may be a way to
reduce its sign1£icance both by reducing the relative importance of the
land-based forces and by moderating the strategic competition generally.
2.

Active and Passive Defenses

Similarly, major active and passive defenses -- coupled with the
ability to eliminate the bulk of the MINUTEMAN/TITAN force -- might
seriously degrade our retaliatory response in .some circumstances. If
the Soviets believed that they could protect most of their population,
and simultaneously cause major damage to the United States, they might
calculate, on this basis, that they could gain a meaningful military
advantage. However, they would have to violate or abrogate the ABM
Treaty in order to gain this supposed edge.
Neither MI~11TEMAN vulnerability nor Soviet civil defense on the
scale we see can seriously degrade our basic retaliatory response. But
,;e must be concerned about perceptions of Soviet superiority based on
these two factors. He do not need to and we should not allow such
expectations to develop in the Soviet Union, in other parts of the
world, or in the United States itself. The programs in this defense
budget seek to ensure that we are able as necessary to nullify any such
perceived advantages, no to.atter how remote or unrealistic they might
prove to be. The Soviets should understand that they cannot explore
these avenues to nuclear superiority -- however illusory -- without
paying a heavy price. for their actions.
K.

Issues

The most immediate issue raised by these problems is how we can
best retain the control and flexibility currently inherent in the
MI~ruTEMAN force.
The issue is complicated in part by uncertainty about
the speed with which the Soviet threat to MINUTEMAN -- primarily a
function of the SS-18 and SS-19 ICB~:s at the present time -- mir;ht
become serious.
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1.

ICBM Vulnerability·

Continued development of the HX missile ~ill give us the option for
a major hedge against projected ICBM vulnerability in the late 1980s.
Before then, our main insurance will come from the SLBX and heavy bomber
forces.
The insurance will not be perfect. TF~DENT -- with all its advantages -- is by no means a complete substitute for }UNUTEMAN. In any
event, we should avoid becoming excessively dependent on any one type of
strategic launch platform. The need to continue exploring the prospects
for strategic stability in SALT could also result in some temporary constraints on our d~ploy~ent of cruise missiles. However, those restraints
will be only t-f'O~"'~ "nd will in fact expire before we are ready to
deploy the constra.•" e2l sygtems. ·.
In the meant-i.xl..e., we must push ahead lO'ith the air-launched cruise
missile (ALCM) and maintain our ability to penetrate Soviet defenses
with manned aircraft. Later-model B-52s w~ll give us the necessary ·
platforms for both the ALCM and defense penetration in the near-term
future. To hedge against longer-run needs, we now plan to continue
RDT&E on the B-1 and also plan to explore a number of possible options
for other penetrating bombers.
2.

Soviet Damage-Limiting

I am not persuaded that the right way to deal with a major Soviet
'damage-limiting program would be by imiLating it. Our efforts would
almost certainly be self-defeating, as would theirs. We can make
certain that we have enough warheads -- including those held in reserve
targeted in such a way that the Soviets could have no expectation of
escaping unacceptable damage. In my judgment, not only is that a fully
manageable task; it would not necessarily require more warheads beyond
·those we already program •
. To say this is not to rule out an expansion of the very modest
civil defense program we already have. Fallout shelters and planning
for the relocation of urban population in a crisis can make sense as a
supplement to our policy of flexible response -- both in demonstrating
our determination to have choices between catastrophe and paralysis, and
in helping to minimize damage should deterrence fail. But we have the
time to review and debate the possibilities. Crash programs are not
what we need -- in civil defense or elsewhere.
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Conclusions

To those who are convinced that the Soviets are aiming at meaningful strategic superiority, the programs and options I have provided here
may seem inadequate. To others, some of these policies and programs may
appear to be the result of excessive concern about very unlikely events,
and contrary to the precepts of common sense.
In an arena where the sta~s are so high and the uncertainties so
great, common sense is not always an infallible guide. ·It may be
r-easonable in daily personal life to equate the implausible with the
impossible; nuclear calculations involving the survival of the nation
require us to distinguish between the two.
It is tempting to insist that with the acquisition of a modest but
survivable nuclear capability, we can achieve security and 'stability,
and no longer have to respond to the initiatives of others. It is
equally tempting to assert that if only we are restrained, others will
surely reciprocate. But knowledge is the enemy of certitude. Excessive
arms acquisition through caution and hedging in the face of uncertainty
can be counter-productive; excessive restraint can have its dangers as ·
well. Even in an era of detente, strategic stability rests on more than
goodwill; it also requires strength. The Carter administration plans to
demonstrate both.
II.

POLICY...FOR-THE-GENERALPURPOSE FORCES

.7

The capabilities we program primarily for the defense of overseas
theaters, and as our contribution to collective security, comprise not
only the General Purpose Forces, but also the bulk of the l:ational Guard
and Reserve Forces and the Airlift and Sealift-Forces. They contain
nuclear as well as conventional capabilities·. Their FY 1979 direct
costs, in TOA, are estimated at $55.4 biliion in the program budget,
.

Ii'i

/--::· ~"

The program tota~ rep,rese'!::S..;4:4/percent of the total defense
budget, or nearly six times as r.much
as we spend on the strategic
nuclear
.
•
forces. With these resourc~s, :we plan to support capabil~ties that
include ground forces of128 active and reserve divisions, land-based
tactical air forces of more· . than 36 active and reserve fighter/attack
wings, three Marine air wings, 12 carrier air groups, naval forces (not
including SSBNs) of 458-'major combatants and auxiliaries, and strategic
airlift forces of 17 ·squadrons.
I·~

/

A.

The Theater Nuclear Forces
Our Theater Nuclear Forces are an :!,n.t.eg:r.a_l.. part of the General
cannot be described as'a full-fledged and

Pu~ Forc~As-suc~ney
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES Alill PROGRAl'..S

;..

Program Basis

Factors usee in planning ou' strategic forces are discussed in
Section III.
I am con!ident tf..c.:. our c1.:rre:1t strategic forces and those
..,.e. propose are consister.. t \."ith the continued maintenance of essential
equivalence under current Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) agreecents. with time, and the c~pletion of new agreenents, the composition
and size of these forces "'ill undoubtedly change. We hope that the size
of the forces on both sides ca::: be significantly reduced, and their
cr~racteristics made less threatening.
However, we vill continue to
insure that any strategic arms li::itation agree::oent is equitable and
consistent ~th the .concept of eo,uivalence of nuclear forces.
There is no generally accepted single '-<-Y to cm::pare our strategic
capability "'ith Soviet capability. no.,ever, our pr~ry measure of
strategic capability is our ability to retaliate after a Soviet firststrike. Analyses show that, over a range of hypothetical major ...-artime
events, our current forces could ride out a massive Soviet first-strike
and retaliate Yith devastating e!fect. Charts
'show comparative U.S. and Soviet force capabilities url:ler
The comparison considers projections of the So'viet offensive and defensive
threat under a SALT II agree:oent (V.S. forces include cruise missiles on
B-52s but exclude ~de bodied cruise missile carriers, B-1, and HX) but
does not consider changes in the size or charc.cteristics of the Soviet
target base. The charts she-.;, for ex~ple, that for the scenario ~n
~~ich the Soviets strike first, vith U.S. forces on day-to-day alert, ~e
are planning for an increased retaliato::y capability. As the early 1980's
evolve, the U.S. residual forces increase for the other scenarios as
•·•11, 1o1ith the deployment of the cruise :oissile. We plan this capability
L:crease:
to offset growing Soviet strategic arma:oents in order to
ensure that there is ~ doubt as to our capability in the
minds of Soviet leaders, in the minds of our allies, or even
in our O'-~ minds should "'e be faced with a 1:1omerrt of deep
crisis; and
to. hedge against the u"-certainty of future political and
tecf"l.nological ever:.ts.
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The matter of perceptions, to vhich increased second strike capability contributes, has been addressed in Section III. To hedge
against the unexpected, we maintain three separate strategic forces,
ICBMs, SLBMs and air-breathing systems, in part to ensure that breakthroughs in offensive or defensive technology do not unacceptably
degrade our retaliatory capability.
The recent cruise missile decision· and its emphasis on air-launched
weapons recognized a growing relative reliance o~ the Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missile (SLBM) leg of the TRIAD and the need to hedge against
potential Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) threats or a breakthrough in
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) capability.. A basic ootivation of the
TRIDENT program, with its longer range missile and quieter submarine, is
·also to hedge against unexpected ASW developments, while providing a
cost/effective replacement for our aging SLBM force. Similarly, developcent of a new Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM), the MX, that
may be deployed in a mobile mode is motivated by a desire to maintain
the option of ·having a survivable ICBM leg of the TRIAD to hedge against
both the expected threat -- e.g., the growing threat to MINUTEMAN silos and the unexpected.
In addition to being able to inflict unacceptable damage on the
Soviet Union in retaliation, our surviving strategic offensive forces
must have the ability to:
implement a range of selective options to allow the National
Command Authorities (NCA) the choice of other than a full
scale retaliatory strike if needed; and
hold a secure force in reserve to ensure that the enemy will
not be able to coerce the United States after a U.S. retaliatory strike.
Force characteristics consistent with these objectives are being
pursued in each element of the TRIAD. The MK-12A warhead, combined with
greater accuracy, will improve the flexibility and effectiveness of a
portion of the MI!-.'UTEMAN III for·ce. MX and TRIDENT II would provide
higher survivability as well as high effectiveness and flexibility
agai.nst the full range of threat targets.
We are invest.igating the feasibility of improved SLBM accuracy and
pursuing improved SLBM command, control and comounications (C3) which
would provide SLBMs greater effectiveness and flexibility in the execution
of various response·options and as part of a secure reserve.
Finally, the accuracy and yield of the cruise missile married with
the bomber will provide the National Command Authorities (NCA) with a
system, on a recallable launcher, that can be.employed against virtually
the entire target spectrum with high effectiveness and low.collateral
damage.
/
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Program Description and Status

1.

ICBMs

,.

The unique role played by the ICB~ force in the current TRIAD of
strategic forces is ~ell recognized. The ICBM combines yield, accuracy
and timely response ~~ich alone permit it to be deployed effectively
against the entire range of targets. It enjoys the additional advantages of secure and timely coumand and control

co~unications,

and

operating costs vhich are markedly less than those of bombers or SLBMs.
Today, the ICBM force contributes significantly to the effectiveness of
our deterrent forces.

The projected vulnerability of both the United States and Soviet
silo based ICBM forces is also vell recognized. It exists Yith or Yithout SALT limitations though it may be possible to delay that vulnerability through SALT proposals, it is doubtful that this situation can
be reversed by a negotiated accord. Increasing silo vulnerability
does not mean the end of the TRIAD concept, hovever, even if ve do
nothing more than upgrade the silos to enhance survivability. The silobased ICBM force ~ill continue to recain a potent force against vhich
the Soviets vould have to allocate considerable effort to destroy Yith ·
even medium confidence. Y~reover, there ~uld be considerable uncertainties associated ~~th any Soviet attempt to execute a coordinated and
successful attack against all U.S. MI~~EMAN silos. Fratricide, missile
reliability, and possible operational degradation of Soviet ICBM accuracy
are all complicating factors. Nor can an 'I-t tacker ign.ore the possibility
that we might launch our ICBMs under at:tac:: -- an approach which requires
the greatest caution, but through ~hich >~nerability problems are
avoided. The seemingly paradoxical situation that results from these
technological and strategic considerations is that, in the early 1980s,
"e will not have much confide:>ce that more thaniiilllli.percent of our silo
based missiles can survive a Soviet preempt:ive_~k. But the Soviets
could not be at all confident of destroying~wercent of our missiles.
If beyond the mid-l980s we desire to retain the s~e retaliatory
effectiveness provided by today's ICBM force, "e will need a more
survivable ICBH basing mode, or a considerably more capable silo based
n:!.ssile to maximize the ret·aliatory effectiveness of the small percentage of missiles expected to survive an all-out Soviet attack on the
~dnuteman Force in the mid to late 1980s.
Mobility can provide the
desired survivability. But there are potential problems associated •~th
mobility, incl~ding verification uncertainties, land availability, and
environmental concerns; mobility is also ~ore expensive than silo
basing. On the other hand, the tecr~ologies "hich bring increased
~issile

retaliatory effectiveness are a cause of concern to some,

~ho

argue ~hat a large thro•veight ICBM would be destabilizing - that it
'-'Ould so threaten Sov.iet ICB~.s that Soviet leadership in a crisis night
be tempted to strike first, calculatL~g worse consequences if it did
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To the extent that such a characteristic is a concern, it should
De noted that the Soviets \..""ill have that capability against ~ silo

baseci ~~ssiles in the early to mid 1980s (though our silo based ~issiles
ere a s~aller fraction of our strategic :orce). Conce~ns about instability
are thus no~ eli~inated by failure of the V.S. to ~prove the hard
~arget

kill capability of its ICBM force.

3ut fixed silo basing of MX could iacrease these concerns unless
wissile design characteristics precluded its effective use against
Soviet silo targets, i.;hereas a large inves!:~ent i...,_ survivable mobile
basiug ~ould ~ore clearly signal that the G.S. is not L~terested in
first use. ~ith silo basing, the retaliatory effectiveness of ICBMs
'-'Ould de?end in part or: capi~alizi~g on the previously oentioned uncer·tainties surrounding a Soviet first scrike, and on Soviet knowledge that
we might launch on sufficiently well confirmed evidence that Soviet
~issiles were impacting or about to iopact on the.United States.

Mih~~EMAN

a.

MISSILE

raNUTEMAN

This year's request, as last year's, does not contain funds for
HI missile production. The }ITJ\JTEMAN line is being pro·gressively closed do-..."!1 as ·existing contrac::or co=itments, including
those -...·hich resulted from ··the denial of the IT 1977 MihliTEMAN rescission, are satisfied. Approximately 40 missiles to be produced Yith FY
1977 funds are being added to an already adequate inventory of MINUTEMAN
III missile test and replacement assets. ~~ile ve have no plans to
deploy these additional MINUTEY~ III missiles, that option could be
exercised on short notice and for little additional expense by making
~inor modifications to
II silos and replacing
lfiNUTE!-<.P-'i

F
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We have deleted plans to modernize the Ml~'UTEXAN II missile "ith
III guidance, a ne\.i reentry vehicle a"J:.d other improv6:lents.
Ir: vie;: of projected silo vulnerability i.r. the l:lid-1980s "hen the
i::proved XINUTEJ-'.AN II \JOtold first be available, the cost of this progr=, so1te $2.5 billion dolla:s, did not appear justified. This is not
to say that ve are .-illing to abandon the MINUTEXAN II. We vill conti::.ue to take such action as necessa:-y to ensure that the syste:: remains
a viable force through the progr= period.
rrr~-JTD'..AN

The.upgrade of Mihc"EY~~ III silos vas completed during FY 1977,
and the improvement of }:J:}11;Tn<.AN II silos is proceeding on schedule. We
have added $2.1 million to this year's request for an improved site
security systel:l. A protot;-pe radar signal processor will be developed
to· determine the feasibility of reducing the high nucber of false alarm
security zone violations no" occurring at M1!>'1JTE!'.A.N launch facilities.
We have decided to initiate i:oprovements in the Ai::-borne Launch
Control System (ALCS - Phase 3) announced last year, but at a lover
funding level then projected. Pe are at the sa:oe tme thoroughly
revie•.-ing this program to identify a less costly ;;ay to provide MilWTE!'J<.N II and III missile status info=ation, and ·}:J:!\'1JTE.'1AN III retargeting
capability, to the ALCS aircrdt.
Five million dollars is being requested
for this effort.

The MINUT~-l.-~ III G~iCar::e l!:lprove::::H~nt Prog:-a::~ continces on schedu~e.
!"lve of seven fligh~ tes:s b£-...·e been conducr.ed a~d the re::Jaining tes~s.
as \.:ell ·as impler::J.entation of final softvare. ~prcve:Jents in the entire
}:I~'1JTEMAN III force, vill be co~pleted by late FY 1978.
To some extent,
the effects of the guidance i::p::ove::ent p:ogram have alreacy been
realized by the g::-adual :e!ine:oent of l1S-20 guidance software.
We are requesting $22 million i~ FY 1979 to co~plete development of
the HK-12A reentry vehicle and $68.7 million to continue p::ocu::e::ent
activities. ~-12..A, ...._.ith
y:!.eld ot the ~IK-12, vill be
deployed on a portion of t~e
force~ starting
in FY 1980.

Finally, •.Je plan to 1:-.it:'..ate R&D on the ICEH
for both NINUTE.'1AN and TIV.l;.

c:.

Advanced

ICE~!

Technolcgv

a~d

c

3

integration prograz.

~

The near-tem obj ect:!:.oe cf the .t..Gvanceci IC3~f tec:-::tology prcgr2~ is
to provide the tec'r_-:ology base for full scale develop:lent o: ::-:.
In the

SECkEl
long term, if MX full scale development is intiated, this program will
be continued at a modest level of effort to ensure a base of technology
which can be accelerated quickly to counter Soviet offensive or defensive breakthroughs. Missile related efforts conducted through FY 1978
under this program include preprototype Advanced Inertial Reference
Sphere (AIRS) development which promises significant improvements in
ICBM accuracy, propulsion, computer, and canister development. Basing
tecr~ology development r~s included definition of vehicles required for
mobility and will include construction of about 7.4 kilometers of trench
near Yuma, Arizona to demonstrate feasibility of construction techniques
and to validate cost and other technical estimates.
The·FY 1979 program will continue both missile and basing development activities. System definition tasks initiated during FY 1978 will
mature during FY 1979 to the point of prototypes for each missile
subsystem. The basing validation tasks will be completed early in FY
1979 and system definition will then continue on the selected deployment
option(s).
I had· hoped that the MX basing concept would be sufficiently well
determined by now so that we could proceed in the FY 1979 budget with
full scale development·. But it is not, in terms of costs, survivability,
and- geographic location of a mobile version. I believe we will probably
be able to reach the point of settling the basing concept or concepts in
a way or ways acceptable from cost, strstegic employment, and other
standpoints later this year. If we decide to proceed, by early FY 1979
with full scale engineering development, we will request any needed
additional funds from Congress in a revised program.
d·

Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES)

I propose to continue the ABRES effort at about the same level of
effort as last year. The objective of this program remains the development of reentry and penetration technology. During FY 1979, in addition
to reentry subsystem technology development (e.g., nosetips and heat
shi~lds), the program will include prototype ballistic reentry vehicle
technology demonstration for application to MX and TRIDENT II, and
demonstrations of technology for a maneuvering evader which could maintain current ballistic missile accuracy while evading advanced missile
defense. A total of $105 million is requested in FY 1979.
2.

Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs)

The critical role .of the SLBM force, as the most survivable element
in the current TRIAD of strategic forces, both nov and in the foreseeable future, is well established. The addition of the longer ranged
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TRIDENT I missile to the force, in the TRIDENT submarine.and by backfit
into selected POSEIDON submarines, vill enhance survivability by increasing
the available in-range operating area. The ability of the SLBM force to
patrol in the vast ocean areas presents a multitude of threat azimuths
to potential enemies, and the ability to retarget rapidly missiles when
directed, adds additional flexibility and potential capability to this
sea-based force.
The nature of the SLBM force contributes to crisis stability. The
existence of a survivable, at-sea ballistic missile force decreases
Soviet incentives to procure additional counterforce weapons and to plan
attacks on United States soil since such attacks would not eliminate our
ability to retaliate. This survivability permits a secure reserve force
which can threaten the recovery capability of an~ power, thereby preventing·nuclear blackmail.
A TRIDENT II missile would provide the potential for a capability
against the entire Soviet target spectrum, in a highly survivable system,
through.missile accuracy and throw-weight improvements utilizing the
full volume of the TRIDENT submarine missile tube.

- ---- . --··.:.....:

TRIDENT SUBMARINE

POSEIDON SUBHARINE
a.

POSEIDON

The POSEIDON conversion program will be completed with the deployment of the 31st boat, USS DANIEL WEBSTER in FY 1978, thereby providing
a fully MIRVED SLBM capability in the Atlantic Theater of Operations.
The POSEIBON Modification Program (PO~~), which was initiated to
correct deficiencies uncovered in flight testing of POSEIDON missiles,
is proceeding into the final phase of missile reliability improvement.
All pipeline missiles have been upgraded and operational missiles will
be replaced as they are routinely returned to missile assembly facilities. It is anticipated that post-POMP missiles will be fitted on all
deployed POSEIDON submarines later this year.
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TRIDENT submarines provicle technologically current, survivable,
cost/effective replacements for an aging PCSEIDO!\ force. The relatively
large size of the TRIDENT ~~s been decided after extensive consideration
of all aspects of survivability and capability required in a sea-based
strategic deterrent system designed for operations through the 1990s.
Sufficient volume is available within the r~ll for a power plant which
~ill provide maximum speed, to the extent t~t may be useful for evasion
of enemy ASW platforms, as well as quiet speeds for secure patrol
operations and threat avoidance. Sufficient growth room has been
provided in the missile launch tube. for follo ...-on missiles, such as
TRIDENT.II, with the capability for impr~ve~ accuracy and increased
·throw weight/range. Sufficient ship vol~e is also available for
extensive sound quieting measures for additional survivability enhancement and for incorporation of future ship system improvements which will
increase survivability and effectiveness. The current 31-ship POSEIDON
force entered service during the five year period from 1963 to 1967.
Unless we retain our POSEIDON force beyond their presently planned
maximum extended service life of 25 years, a significant reduction in
SLBMs will occur in the late 1980s and early 1990s since the POLARIS/
POSEIDON force was built at a much faster rate than that planned for
TRIDENT. As shown in Chart IA-2, at our current TRIDENT building rate
of three ships every two years, a low level of 504 SLBMs will be reached
in 1992 as compared to ·our current leve.l of 656. However the smaller
TRIDENT force will be at least as capable as the larger POLARIS/POSEIDON
force is today.

Chart IA-2
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The 1976 Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with Spain requires
the relocation of our Rota-based SSBNs by July 1979. These submarines
and their tenders will probably be supported at Kings Bay, Georgia.
Training and personnel support will continue at Charleston, South
Carolina. The backfitting of the TRIDENT I missile into these submarines will allow coverage of potential targets, upon departure from
Kings Bay, and without lengthy transit, thereby reducing our dependence
on overseas basing.

TRIDENT I MISSILE
b.

TRIDENT

The TRIDENT building program continues at the planned rate of three
submarines every two years, based upon the need to rep·lace our aging
POLARIS/POSEIDON submarines and the fact that TRIDENT continues to be
the most cost effective sea-based deterrent system we can identify. The
FY 1979 budget funds one submarine and authorization is requested in FY
1980 for two additional ships.
The TRIDE1~ ship contractor, the Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics, has experienced difficulties in meeting the scheduled delivery
of the first TRIDENT submarine. The contractor announced in July 1977
that tr.e lead ship delivery would slip six months from the contract
delivery date and in August the Navy estimated the slip at 12 months.
Subsequent submarines are estimated to slip by lesser amounts with
contract delivery dates, and related deployment schedules, recovered by
the sixth boat.
The TRIDENT shipbuilding program r~s required a major expansion of
facilities at the El~tric Boat Division operations in Groton, Connecticct
and the opening of a satellite facility at Quonset Point, Rhode Island.
In addition, i~ was necessary substantially to increase manpower levels
at the two locations. The program delays center on the failure to
achieve initial productivity goals for these new facilities. Once the
programmed productivity levels are achieved, the yard should be able to·
produce TRIDENT submarines at the proposed rate.
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The TRIDENT I (C-4) missile is in production. The flight test
program has been extremely successful and the missile should meet the
planned first deployment in a backfitted POSEIDON submarine in October
1979.
TRIDENT I missiles will.be backfitted into twelve POSEIDON submarines to support a deployed level of up to ten submarines. The introduction of the !RIDE~~ I missile with its 7400 kilometer (km) full
payload range will provide a lsrge increase in operating area for
POSEIDON submarines.
The }~rk 500 EVADER reentry vehicle concept has been successfully
demonstrated in flight tests of TRIDENT I missiles. The option to place
this reentry vehicle in engineering development will be maintained
should we need to counter new Soviet initiatives in ABM development. No
such effort is now planned.
c.

!RIDE~~

II Missile

We are requesting funding for the continuation of the TRIDENT II
concept formulation effort. A TRIDENT II missile would effectively
utilize. the full volume of the TRIDENT SSBN missile tube; a range of
potential missile configurations is under study. Since the TRIDENT II
could provide a capability in terms ·of payload, range, and accuracy
against the full range of Soviet targets from a highly survivable platform, it is a valuable option to maintain while deciding the long term
overall structure of strategic forces. We may well wish to exercise
that option at the appropriate time.
d.

Improved Accuracy Program

We are continuing the Improved Accuracy Program which is designed
to determine the extent of SLBM accuracy improvement attainable and to
validate the· performance of our current systems. As accuracy improvem'ents become technically feasible, development can proceed for their use
in current and future SLBM ··systems, as ttight be required by national
policy and objectives.
3.

Bombers·

a.

Air-Breathing Options

In our studies ·last year of modernizing the air breathing force, we
have examined the widest range of alternative systems. Most of these
alternatives, for one reason or another, fell by the wayside. in the
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course of our revie;;. First, the alternative of developing a ne;;
penetrating bomber that ;;ould be less expensive than the B-1 proved
infeasible. Second, for a force of modernized FB-llls (the FB-lllHs)
our analysis showed no significant advantage in cost effectiveness over
a force of B-ls for a 1977 deployment decision. Third ;;e eliminated the
rebuilt B-52 (the B-52X). In terms of relative cost and effectiveness,
the B-1 and the B-52X would be about equal until the mid-1980s. However,
the total number of B-52 airframes is fixed, while the B-1 would have
the advantage of a greater potential for· increases in total capability.
A fourth possibility was the standoff cruise missile carrier based on
existing commercial aircraft or military transport designs, and carrying
several dozen cruise missiles.
The cruise missile carrier turned out to be considerably more
attractive if deployed along with a large number of smaller aircraft
carrying cruise missiles, a number of penetrating bombers, or some combination of these. Moreover, it would provide the possibility of
increasing our capability well above current levels. Therefore, while
I .do not. believe that we would want to rely on the cruise missile
carrier alone for the air-breathing part of our retaliatory capability,
it is strategically important to keep this potential near at hand as a
hedge against unforeseen circumstances. That led us in our consideration to the last two alternatives: The B-1 versus the B-52 with cruise·
missiles.
A central issue in the comparison bet;;een the B-1 and the B-52
with cruise missiles is the nature and effectiveness of the Soviet air
defenses in the late 1980s and the 1990s. Inevitably, there are differences of opinion about the absolute and relative effectiveness of prospective Soviet air defenses in five, let alone twenty years. But,
given assumptions as to scenario, the task to be done., costing ground
rules, and other factors, coupled with assumptions regarding Soviet
defenses that, if anything, favor the B-1 over the cruise missile, a
B-1 force that would have had a capability equal to B-52s with cruise
missiles would have been about 40 percent more expensive.
That estimate, I might note, is based on the assumption that the
B-l's Electronic Countermeasure (ECM) equipment would have been at least
coderately effective -- an inherently uncertain and, indeed, virtually
unknowable factor. Of course the uncertainty as to future Soviet systems
also influences our estimates of the cruise missile's ability to defeat
enemy defenses by virtue of its small radar cross-section. But I have
core confidence in the effect that the low detectability of the cruise
cissile will have on Soviet radars than in the effect that the B-l's
radar countermeasures would r.ave had. Testing to be completed over this
year should provide the initial data with which to continue our assesst!lents of projected force eff activeness.
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Th~s,

the B-52/cruise missile

co~bir~tion

is the better choice on

the grm..:.nC.s of expected cost and effectiVE:"'#ess. Horeover, the B-52/cruise
:;issi:e co1:1bination .,.:ill cur':. our cur::-e..:-.t trer:O to\.:a::.·d E?.):cessive reliance
0::1 SLE~~s, raising the nu~ber of penet=.::.t~g '-'eapo:-.s delivered by the
.s.ir-bre.athi::g part of our TRIAD to pert-.aps one cut of three. Our ar..alysis
s:r:c ....·s, ~hat the B-52/cruise tissile force \..""ill ir.cre.ase our sun-riving
relat:..ve force capability i.."l. the 1980s 1:1 the dey-to-day alert case (IIi
and t[l.at cruise cissile c.a:-riers proviCe an option for
\rlit!-. crcise missile carriers and our forces on
ge.nera:eod alert, our surviving forces 'l.·ocld substantially exceed Soviet

resiCual forces after a Soviet first strike.
I ~ certain that the cr~.:ise ;::issile ....-1.11 i!:iprove the \olorld' s
perceptions of the potency o: our forces, not only by maintaining
strategic force parity "ith the Soviet Union, but,also by retaining a
clear technological superiority. AI>d finally, "'e are doing- all this
"'ith a "'eapon that because of its long flight tine, does not threaten a
first-strike capability.

ALCH

b.

TOMARAWK

The B-1 Decision

My reco=endation to the President, and his decision not to proceed
"'ith production of the B-1; "'ere based on the conclusion tr~t aircraft
carrying modern cruise missiles 'I.-ill better assure the effectiveness of
the bomber component of U.S. strategic forces in the late 1980s. Each
B-52 can launch many missiles, \."'ith great accu:-acy, at different targets
in the Soviet Union, from a distance of t:any hundreds of kilometers.
Each carrier produces cany ~11 targets for Soviet air defenses to
contend ~th. If additional ·~rhead-carrying capacity is needed, that
can come from ne"' cruise missile carriers in addition to the B-52.

As previously no_ted, for equally effective forces, the B-52/cruise
!!..issile program results 1n significant savings in comparison .,....ith a
code=nization program based on the B-1. The cruise missile force
buildup w-ill occur at roughly the s=e rate and eve= the same period as
r~d been planned for the B-1 deplo;~~~t.
Because the mixed force
appeared to be the most attractive approach,,lhe FB-llls and soce
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modernized B-52s will be continued in the penetrating bomber role.
Because of the uncertainties which will exist relative to the level of
threat capabilities, we plan to continue our review of fu~ure penetrating bomber options.
c.

B-52 Modernization

To implement the cruise missile decision, our B-52 development
efforts are concentrated on the necessary avionics updates for the fleet
and the modifications required for cruise missile carriage. A portion
of the funds allocated to cruise missile research and development in
the FY 1979 budget will be devoted to development of B-52 launchers and
pylons. In addition, $131 million is included for B-52 avionics and
electro:'.ic warfare systems development.
The B-52 avionics efforts will concentrate on increasing aircraft
effectiveness and reducing support costs. Offensive avionics can be
improved to enhance aircraft performance and reliability -- for example,
we plan fleet wide conversion of some vacuum tube technology items in
the navigation system to a more reliable, more accurate, and more easily
maintained, system of modern design with nuclear-effects protection and.
improved accuracy. We are exami::1ing the proper ECM configuration for
the B-52s assigned a standoff role compared to those assigned a penetrating role. Reliability and maintainability pro·grams for defensive
avionics are now being initiated along with advanced ECM developments
(e.g., electro-optical and infrared countermeasures) against the fighter
and surface-to-air missile (SAM) threats. Most of these avionics
programs have been in development for a long while but some of the
defensive R&D programs will be new starts designed to permit the longterm retention of some B-52s in a penet:rating role. ·the progr=ed
offensive and defensive avionics modificstions will also enhance the
utility of the B-52s in their alternative conventional role.
The developments and the modifications needed for cruise missile
carriage are straightforward. I will discuss the two missile programs
separately, but I see no difficulty integrating the selected missile
with the B-52. The warheads will be ready and the terrain mapping
support will be available.
d.

Tankers

Although the KC-135 force can support all the current requirements,
recent studies indicate that there are scenarios in which a simultaneous
demand on tanker assets in response to a crisis situation could tax the
force beyond present and projected capabilities. We are pursuing these
studies in an attempt to isolate future needs in this area.
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Ey the end of FY 19
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fo~ces.

KC-135 REFUELING A B-52
e.

Cruise !fissile Carrier Aircraft

In my preceding remarks, I discussed a ne..-, large aircraft as a
possible Cruise Missile Carrier.
This concept offers the potential for
I
considerable expansion in our strategic ret2.liatol'y capabilities, if we
should encounter such a need. Detaild studies of the several com-

oercial and

~ilitary

aircraft candidates

~ill

compare their performance,

capacity, and cost against their survivability and development risk. As
c par: of the developcent efforts, \.l'e are considering a demonstration
launch froo one of these carriers as proof o: concept. ! strongly support the development and study efforts, based on existing aircraft
designs, as one excellent hedge against a gro ..."th in future targeting
requirements or other needs for more st::ategic capability.

f.

B-1/R&D

As mentionecl ea::lier, I vie'-· the B-1 pri:larily as a hedge against
unexpected events. Because we see no d::~atic cr~nge in the near-term
threat, the cMnces of actually starting B-1 production again are small.
I believe tMt it is clearly too expensive to keep production going
!Oerely to reduce prosp.ective leac! t:be anc! start-up costs.
The FY 1979 budget requests $105.5 :illion for continued E-1
research and development, ..-hich "hen added to the $98.5 million of
available FY 1978 excess assets ~~11 result ~ a $204 :illion. FY 1979
p=ogra~.
t~ additional $10 ~illion ia req~esteC for other bomber studies.
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Cruise Missiles

As discussed earlier, the air launched cruise missile program now
has our highest national priority. Since we must be certain of its
success, I believe we must, as a matter of prudence, maintain both the
Air Force air-to-ground cruise missile AGM-86B (ALCM-B) and the airlaunched version of the Navy TOMAHAWK cruise missile in full scale
development until a competitive flyoff determines which missile can best
be employed in the air launched mission. Both programs have been placed
under the management of a Joint Cruise Hissile Project Office to ensure
uniform program management and facilitate the necessary interface testing
that must occur between the cruise missile and the B-52 aircraft,
For the competitive flyoff, each contractor is scheduled to produce
14 test missiles leading to ten flight tests in. 1979. Our earlier
flight tests and those conducted in the competitive flyoff will ensure
complete demonstration and evaluation of all risk areas so that we can
make an air launched cruise missile selection in November 1979.
Contingent on the approval of the FY 1978 budget amendment, the
accelerated development of both the air-launched TOMAHAWK and the AGM86B cruise missiles ·as well as t:1e associated B-52 modifications will
provide a limited Initial Operational Capability (IOC) in Harch of 1980.
Because of the delay in large-scale missile production that will be
caused by the competitive flyoff, a full IOC will not occur until June
of 1981. The FY 1979 budget requests funds for continued research and
development and $178.3 million for procurement funding.
The sea launched version of the TOYJUiAWK cruise missile is prowith full scale development, based on the recommendations of the
DSARC held last year. The FY 1979 budget requests $152.1 million for
missile research and developcent.
ceedir~

Production effort in connection with the Air Force Ground Launched
Cruise Missile, another version of the TOMAHAw~, has been accelerated to
start in FY 1979 also. This effort, funded at $40.1 million, is related
prbarily to production of tl:e launcher and collli:land and control systems.
II.

STRATEGIC DEFEKSIVE

A.

~Program

FORC~S ~~

PROGRAMS

Basis

Strategic defensive progr~s do not provide large-scale active
defense of the Continental United States against nuclear attack. We do,
hovever, ~maintain forces and programs to provide:
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Peacetime surveillance and control of sovereign U.S. airspace to respond to inadvertent or blatant violations of
that airspace.
Challenge to enemy bombers or airborne reconnaissance
vehicles entering U.S. airspace in times of crisis.
Warning of a bomber, missile or space attack to preclude
surprise Soviet attack on our strategic retaliatory forces
or the National Command Authorities.
Prevention of a "free ride" by Soviet bomber forces.
P.&D hedges against Soviet abrogation of the ABM Treaty, or
technological breakthroughs in ballistic missile defense.
Survivability of U.S. space-based systecs to ensure that
we can operate effectively in a hostile space environment,
and negate the effectiveness of Soviet space-based systems.
Enhanced U.S. population survival in the event of nuclear war.

B.

Program Description and Status

1.

Air Defense

a.

Interceptor Forces

0

By the end of FY 1978, the interceptor force dedicated to CONUS air
defense will consist of 11 F-106 squadrons (six Active and five Air
National Guard (AllG)), three A};G F-101 squadrons, and two ANG F-4
squadrons. The ANG F-106 squadrons are being reduced from six to five
to permit redistribution of F-106 assets among the remaining F-106
squadrons. This change will be accomplished without reducing our total
·AKG units, by converting the affected F-106 squadron to F-4s.
These air defense interceptor forces, augmented by Tactical Air
Command (TAC) F-4 units, :maintain peacetime alert aircraft at 26 sites
around the periphery of the 48 contiguous states to ensure the sovereignty of our air space. Together with three Canadian CF-101 squadrons
and Air Defense Forces in Alaska, they support deterrence of air attack
and ensure the integrity of North American air space. In times of
crisis, additional Air Force, Navy and P~rine general purpose force F-4s
are tasked to augment our peacetime cm:us air defense units.
In addition, to enhance our crisis air defense capability further,
I have directed the Air Force to train and provide the logistic support
required to commit the equivalent of one TAC F-15 wing to CONUS air
defense in a crisis. In that way, we ~~11 meet requirements for a

SECR!i
follow-on interceptor, at least on an interim basis, by using F-15s
already procured or programced for TAC, without incurring at this time
the high cost of buying additional F-l5s for the Aerospace Defense
Command (ADCOM). Should projected enhancement in Soviet long-range
bomber capabilities and the development of a Soviet cruise missile
materialize, we may later wish to modernize our strategic defense force
with a separate force of some follow-on interceptor (of which the F-15
would be one possibility).
We also continue to maintain an Active air defense F-4 interceptor
squadron in Iceland, and an F-4 equipped, ANG tactical fighter squadron
in Hawaii that performs an air defense mission. Additionally, in Alaska
we maintain an Active Air Force F-4 squadron, that performs an air
defense mission as well as in a tactical role. The Army also continues
to maintain three active NIKE HERCULES (surface-to~ir missile) batteries
in Alaska, and the four general purpose force NIKE HERCULES and eight
HAWK (surface-to-air missile) batteries now operational in Florida.
b.

Surveillance and Command and Control Systems

We are continuing the Joint-Surveillance System (JSS) program. The
CONUS airspace surveillance element of the JSS will consist of 44
surveillance radar sites. Thir~y-five sites will be operated and maintained by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), .but the radar data
will be jointly used by the FAA and Air Force. The remaining nine sites
in CONUS will be under military control. In Alaska there will be 14
sites: 12 Air Force, one jointly-used Air Force site, and one jointlyused FAA site. Conversion of the surveillance element of the JSS is
proceeding on schedule and should be completed in 1980.
The control element of the JSS will consist of four Regional
Operations Control Centers (ROCCs) in CONUS, and one in Alaska. The
Canadians also plan to deploy two ROCCs as part of their modernization
of the existing joint NORAD air surveillance and control system in
Canada.· These seven centers will provide the command and control
functions required for the peacetime airspace control mission and will
replace the seven costly and outdated Semi-Automatic Ground Environment
(SAGE) centers in CO~~S and Canada and the manual Region Control Center
(RCC) in Alaska. Cost savings of more than $50 million per year are
e.xpected when these obsolete centers are phased-out. Six additional E3A Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft are being procured
primarily to satisfy our COl:US air defense needs. These aircraft will
augment the JSS in peacetime to enhance our capability to provide surveillance and control of U.S. airspace. In a crisis, these AWACS aug:ented with additional aircraft from the general purpose AWACS force,
•~uld provide North America with a survivable wartime air defense com-·
t4nd and. control system, Fir~l deployment of the ROCC el~ent of the
JSS is currently planned for FY 1981 for the CONUS centers, and FY 1982
for the center in Alaska. Canadian centers will be deployed in FY 1981.
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AWACS
c.

Bo~ber

~arning

I have decided to continue the CCN'US Over-the-Horizon Backscatter
(OTE-B) radar R&D program at a cost of $11 million in FY 1979. Technical feasibility testing "'ill be completed by the end of 1980, after
..-hich t:i.toe ~.Je 10ill decide 1£ system deplo:;rment is required to satisfy
our bomber ~.Jarning needs alar~ the coastal air approaches to the United
States.
·Since experiments !-.ave revealed that a northern-looking OTE-B radar
is not feasible because of auroral effects, ve £re also continuing R&D
on i=pro\"Eooent of the Distant Ea::ly Warning (D:SW) Line at a cost of $5
cillion in FY 1979. Current planning, "'hich is proceeding in NORAD in
ccnsultar:ion -;..·ith Canadians, envisages replacing the existing DEW radars
·.:'ith unE.ttended automatic radars, along '-11.th
addition of ot·her
unc.ttended sites, to provide improved i.:arning
against possible at
??preaches to North America.

2.

Ballistic Missile Defense

a.

Warnin£ and Attack Assessment

We

Syst~s

to continue our p~licy of coverir~ all potential strategic
corridors with at least t'-'O different types of '"'arning
phen,om.ena). Reliance "'ill continue on the
early ~~rning satellite systems and the
System (BMr•s) radars for ~rning and
assessment of ICBM attacks. Use of the FPS-85 radar at Eglin and the
deploy;oent of the coastal-based phased-array radars (PAVE PA\o.'S program)
•ill permit phase-out of
seven obsolescent 474N SLE~ "'arning radars
no"' in operation, and '-11.11
ovide improved
•arning of long-range SLBM att
addition, '"'e
completed
integration of the Perimeter Acquisition Radar Attack Characterization
System (?ARCS, formerly called PAR) into our t:issile attack assessment
syst<=, a:1c have transferred responsibility for its ope:ratior. to the Air
?ere e.
::oissile

-SE6Rfi
These syst=s, operating together, give us high confidence of
;.rca:nbiguous confl.I""Eation of a Soviet :nissile attack vithin a very short
time after launch. Y..ajo:r prograns are underio:'ay or planned to ensure
continued e£fective.:1ess of these systems against ~proving Soviet
strategic offensive capabilities. In addition to the deplo)'!!lent of
~proved SLBP. ~arning radars, ~e are continuing to upgrade the BMEWS
·syst= to
eve its reliability and attack charact
bilit

b.

Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) Research and Development (R&D)
Program
An aggressive BMD R&D program is vital to this Nation's interests:

to encourage Soviet compliance ~ith the ABM (Anti-Ballistic Missile)
Treaty, protect our technological lead in BMD, and guard against their
unilaterally achieving significant breakthroughs in the field.
The lead
enjoyed by the United States in BHD at the time ve entered into the ABM
Treaty has greatly diminished. 1-litb the exception of the PARCS radar
used for missile varning and att~ck characterization, ve have recently
co:opleted the deactivation of our only deployed BMD site, the SAFEGUARD
facility in North Dakota. Our efforts have been completely reoriented
from prototyping a system to examining more advanced concepts and
technologies. The Soviets retain their Moscov ABM syst= in partially
operational status, and continue developmetlt of advanced BMD systems.
In addition, t
ications
a concerted effort on their part
in technologies
having potential applications for
!:issile defense.
deployment but not development
by the ABM Treaty
Accordingly, a carefully structured U.S. B~m R&D effort ·has been
!:aintained. It consists of t~o co~plementary efforts, an Advanced
Tecr~ology Program and a Systems Tecr~ology Program.
The evolving BMD
technological base resultL"Jg frol:l these programs could provide, if
strategic arms limitation efforts lead us in that direction, costeffective alternatives for maintainil".g the survivability of our strategic retaliatory elements in the ICB~ th=eat envirornnent.
The Advanced

Tec~~ology

Progrem is a broad research effort on the
It comprises research
programs on e:1erging tecr.nologies curre....'"ltly on the fringes of the state_of-the-art. One of its pr:L11cipal objectives is to maintain a technological lead over the Soviet Union. In addition, the progr= provides
the technological basis for judgL"lg Soviet developments in B}ITJ and
assisting in the evaluation of our st:-ategic offe...11sive forces.
Prog::'a::!l
tecr~ology of all BMD co~ponents anci functions.
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objectives are achieved through r:ajor researc':: e.! forts and key field
e:-:?e:rben~s in nissile disc:ri=inat:i.on, cia.te. processing, radar and optics
teci"'.=.ologi.es and a continu~g seE.:cch :o:: re:.-o::..·..:.t:.onary concepts anC
ideas.
Tile Syste=s Tech.."Lology Prosrar:: is a heCge against future strategic
unce:-te:.:::ies. By dra;..•i::g o:-. the tec"r-.:-wlogical.accocplish=:ents frotJ. the
..L.dva:Jccd 'Iechr:ology ?rog:ran., this prograo I:.Ei.::t.ains a responsive capability to Cevelop and deploy Ext! syst~s fer a nu:r;be:: of possible
future roles .. This is accor:~plished by directing major efforts toward
the oos~ c:-!tical aspects of Etm technology -- the integration of

Kwajalein Missile Range (KXR) is opera'& as a I'.E.tional range
supporting the testing of both strategic ballistic missile weapon
syste::s -and anti-ballistic cissile defense syste::ils. Aclvanced instru~entation in
radar
st~s is available for
anC. data

syste:ns.

3..

Soac" Defense

The Space Defense program a tte::>pts to cieal comprehensively with
the threats posed by Soviet satellites and anti-satellite systems. The
program is a balance bet~een near-term proc~re=ent, advanced development, and basic R&D. Last year our commitment to this effort was
increased significantly.
The reasons for a comprehensive progra:o are t"'ofold. On the one
hand, ~e credit the Soviet Union with having an operational anti-satellite interceptor that could be intended. for use against some of our
critic<cl satellite systems. Not only are they improvi:;g their orbital
J..SJ..T interceptor, they are also engaged in o'her programs, including
laser activities which appear to be ASAT related. We estimate that in
the absence of an agreement effectively lir.iting their efforts, their
ASAT capability w~ll be substantially improved by the mid-l980s. On the
other hand, we see the· Soviets making increased use of satellites for
tactical purposes that could include the real-time targetii'~ of U.S.
ships. Their satellites represent a unique threat in the broad ocean
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a~eas where the Soviets lack alternative surveillance assets.
In sutl,
it no"'~ see:!ls possible that activities in space could beco:Je r:;.ore corr.pe-

t!tive, and that we might r2ve to take steps to deter attacks on our
satellites, to deal with attacks should they occur, and to r~ve the
capability to destroy Soviet satellites if necessary. As the President
r~s clearly stated, it would be preferable for both sides to join in en
an effective, and adequately verifiable ban on anti-satellite (ASAT)
syste:ns; "'e certainly 1'-..ave no desi:-e to engage in a space 'Weapons race.
Eovever, the Soviets w~th their present capability are leaving us vith
little choice. Because of our gro~ing dependence on space systeos ~e
can hardly pert!it them to have a do10inant position in the ASAT realm.
We hope that negotiations on ASAT limitations lead oo stror~ symmetric
controls. But in the meantime "'e must proceed "'ith ASAT programs (for
the present, short of operational or space testing), especially since "'e
do not know if the Soviets '-'ill accept the controls on these "'eapons
tr~t we "'ould think necessary.
There are three principal ele:!lents to our FY 1979 program:
(1)
improved space surveillance ($3 6.1 million), (2) increased satellite
system survivability ( 19.2 mill
and (3) development of antisatellite capabilities
Together "'ith our arms control
intiatives, they represent a strong
related effort to protect ·
our security interests in space systems.
In the absence of negotiated
controls our program seeks a balance of operatior~l capabilities for the
early 198 Os.
we are deploying attack-warning sensors on some satellites and
tlaking a major effort to bring together a~l the space surveillance data
under a unified operational comnand system. In addition "'e are planning
to improve the Space Detection and Tracking system ·(SPADATs) capability
to detect and track satellites at high altitudes by developing and
deploying the Ground-based
ical
em (GEODSS).

Along with survivability for each space system, we need to ensure
teat space launch and support capabilities that are crucial to all of
these systems are also survivable. To that end, a second, oore survivzble, satellite control facility·is under study ~hich ~ill increase the
o:bital support capabilities needed for our next generation of space
systems. The space shuttle ~ill provide an overall increase in space
s;ste::: survivability, since survivability measures can tr.en ioe added to
satellites that "'ould othen:ise make these systems too heavy to be
launche·d by existing expendable boosters.

Of

___

,_

particula~

interest this year is our progress in research and
We have seve::-al efforts und~n..~ay,
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4.

Civil Defense (CD)

The st:rategic implications of civil defense are t:he subject of an
ongoing int:eragency study directed by the J:aional Security Council.
The outcome of this study r.ay result: in reco=endat:ions for changes to
the current: civil defense program.
In. the neantime, ~e continue to
maint:ain a modest civil defense program as a prudent hedge against an
unlikely but disast:rous event - t:he failure of deterrence followed by a
nuclear "'ar. The primary objective of t:he program 1is t:o develop a
capability for surging, in about a week or t.,o, so ~s to reduce sig·nificantly the vulnerability of U.S. po?ulation to a major Soviet
nuclear att:ack. The program will provide for dual-use in peacetime
~erg~~cies as "ell.
The key to achieving our primary objective (saving lives in the
event of nuclear attack) is to develop the capability for relocating our
people fro!!l potential t:arget: areas and met:ropolitan areas to areas of
lo'"'er risk. Nuclear at:tack on· the United States '-'Ould most: likely be
preceded by a period of intense crisis. In that case we could have
available the '"'eek '"'hich could be required to accomplish relocation of a
!!lajor portion of our population.
Our initial focus, in attaining a national crisis relocation
capability, will be on those regions of the country "here crisis evacuation appears most feasible and credible, and planning presents the
fewest problems. Such regions include the bulk of U.S. population in
localities near our strategic offensive forces installations. Lessons
learned in attaining a full operating capability for crisis evacuation
for the population in those regions will then be applied in developing
such a capability for the more densely populated urbanized areas of the
United States.
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TABLE IA-3
Acquisition Costs of }!ajor Strategic Forc•s Hodernization
and Improvement Prograos l/
(Dollars in Millions)
FY 1978
Planned
Funding

FY 1979

FY 1980

Prop' d
Funding

Prop 'd for
Authorization

MI!>.1JTEHAN Improvei:Ients (Silo
Upgrade, Command Data Buffer,
MK-l2A ~arhead, NS-20
Guidance Refinements and
ALCS Phase III).
466.8

113.9

122.8

107.1

Advanced ICBM Technology,
including MX

69.0

134.4

158.2

513.8

Development of Advance.d
Ballistic Reentry Systems
and Technology (ABRES)

105.9

98.9

105.0

110.0

26.9

16.0

'.17. 2

2,991.6

-2,476.7

3,252.5

5.0

16.0

205.0

1.9

2.9

5.4

12.8

95.0

109. 9

102.3

87.9

68.7

129. 3

292.5

437.2

482.7

443.4

115.5

109.0

186.1

508.4.

423.9

103.5

FY 1977
Actual .
Funding

Strategic Offense

Conversion of SSBNs to
PQSEIDON configuration,
Hodifkation of POSEIDON
Missiles

43.5 ~/

Acquisition of TRIDENT
Submarines & Missiles
RV (TRIDENT II not included
in total)
2,165.6
Development of
II Missile

TRIDE!>.~

SSBN Subsystem Technology Development
Improved Accuracy Program
Modificat~ons of B-52

Strategic Bomber
Research & Development
of B-1 Bomber & Other
'Bomber Studies
Development of the AirLaunched & Sea/Landlaunched versions of
the Cruise Missile

l/· The figures in this table include the cost of RDT&E, procurement of the
system and initial spares, and directly related military construction.
in the FY 1975 conversion program.

l/ Includes $3.3 million for ship cost
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